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I. Introduction 
Let ~ denote the set of positive integers. Let p, q E (0, 1) and p + q -- 1. Let N E ~ and for n, 
x E {0, 1 .... ,N} define 
j=0  
It is clear that p,,(x; p,q) is a polynomial in x of degree n. The polynomials {p,(x; .4' P, q) },, = 0 are 
called Krawtchouk polynomials. They have the generating function [5] 
N 
g(w) := ~ p,,(x; p,q)(w/q)"--- (1 + w)X(1 - pw/q) x-x. (1.2) 
n - I 
The relation (1.2) holds, provided that g(w) is properly interpreted. This will be done in Section 2. 
The generating function (1.2) plays a crucial role in this work. In Section 2 we use (1.2) to derive 
an integral representation for p,,(x; p,q). In Section 3 we apply the saddle point method, as stated 
in [4], to the integral representation of pn(x; J ~ -~, 3) to derive the strong asymptotics of the p,, s as 
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is N --* ~ ,  n ~ cxD, n E t~, and N/n fixed, and x > 0. The asymptotic analysis of the case p = q : 5 
easier than the case p ¢ q. 
The more elaborate case p ¢ q is covered in Section 4 using arguments imilar to those of Sec- 
tion 3, but the details are more involved. The structure of the asymptotics for p = q and p ¢ q is 
from the general somewhat different, it is not clear to us how to derive the special case p = q =5 
case p ~ q without going through the asymptotic analysis. 
Our strong asymptotics yields several results. For example, the limiting distribution of the zeros 
of p,(x; p, q) can be derived from the strong asymptotics. Our study of the Krawtchouk polynomials 
led to Theorem 2.5, which gives the zero distribution in general from the strong asymptotics. This 
indicates that finding the strong asymptotics i a harder problem and is of interest. 
The limiting distribution of the zeros of the Krawtchouk polynomials was found [2] for the case 
and in [3] for the case p ~ q. In fact, these two papers treat more general situation when p=q=~ 
N/n has a limit as n --~ ~,  while we only get the case when N/n is a constant independent of n. 
For an overview of the most recent results on zero distribution for discrete orthogonal polynomials, 
see [6, 7]. 
2. Preliminaries 
We define the function g(w) from (1.2) by 
(1 + w)X(1 - 2w)  N-x  :=  exp[x log(1 + w) + (N - x) log(1 - 2w)]. (2.1) 
This 9(w) is analytic and single-valued in the domain ~ = C\((-cx~,-1]U[1/2,  o<D)), with the branch 
of the logarithm 
log(i) = log 131 + i(arg(~)), ¢ E c \ ( -~ ,o ] ,  
and arg(¢) E (-re, ~) measured counter-clockwise from the positive x-axis. For later purposes we need 
to know how 9(w) behaves on the upper and the lower branch cuts along the intervals ( -~ , -1 ]  
and [1/2, ~)  and find the change of its argument across the cut. 
1. Let s> 1/2 and s-4-i0 denote numbers on the upper and the lower cut. Then 1 +s>0,  1 -2s<0 
and 
arg(1 + (s + i0)) = 0 +, arg(1 - 2(s + i0)) = - n+, 
arg(1 + (s - i0)) = 0-, arg(1 - 2(s - i0)) = n . 
Hence, by the definition of g(w), we obtain 
g(s - i0) = eZ~i(X-x)g(S -~- i0), s > 1/2. (2.2) 
2. Le ts<-1 .  Then l+s<0,  1 -2s>0 and 
arg(1 + (s + i0)) = ~-, 
arg(1 + (s - i0)) = - ~+, 
Hence in this case 
g(s - iO) = e-2~ix g(s + iO), 
arg(1 - 2(s + iO) )=0- ,  
arg(1 - 2(s - iO))= 0 +. 
s<- l .  (2.3) 
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It follows from (1.1) that 
p,(x; p, q) = ( -  1 )"p,(N - x; q, p). (2.4) 
Using the generating function (1.2) leads to an integral representation for p.(x; p, q). We set 
fc g(~) d~, r>O, :.(r) :=  , 
where C,. = {~: I~[ =r} ,  oriented counter-clockwise (in the positive direction). Then we have 
i~(r)= fc, ( ( l  + ~)'(1- "~t~)"- ' j  d~= jc,, e-"P(¢)q(~)d ~, (2.5) f 
where 7 := NIn > 1, t :=x/n E [0, 7], q(~) := 1/~, and 
p(~) := log~- t log( l+~) - (7 - t ) log(1 -2~) ,  ~E~.  
For r > 0, let Fr be the boundary of the domain Dr(O) CI ~@, positively oriented, where Dr(0) := {~: 
[(I <r}. From the Cauchy formula applied to g(4) and (2.2) and (2.3), 
q" : g(~)d~ p,(x;p,q)= ~ , 
i ,  r = 2hi I,(r) + z(r - 1/2)(1 - e 2~i(x-'/) g(s + i0) ds ,/). S n+l 
; } +z(r -  1)(1 -e  -2~) g(s + i0) r s "+l ds , r>0,  (2.6) 
where Z is the characteristic function of the interval (0, oc). In particular, p.(x; p, q)= (q"/(2ni))I.(r) 
for r E(O, min(1, 1/2)]. From 1 and 2 we obtain 
g(s+i0)=e-=iIN-Z)(l +s)X(2s-  1) N-x, s>l /2 ,  (2.7) 
g(s + i0)=e=~(-1 - s)X(1 - 2s) N-x, s<- l .  (2.8) 
Furthermore with ¢ = re i° we have 
(fo = L° g(~) d~) - -2 i~ (fo ~y(~) ) S.(r) = g(¢) d~ + =--- Ur 
= 2i-.~ (~ e-"P(¢)q(<) d<), (2.9) 
,+ 
where C,? := {rei°: 0 E (0, rt)}, and we used that g(~)= 9(~) in 9. 
Our goal is to find the asymptotics of the polynomials p,,(x; p, q) as n --+ oo, n E N, and N = 7 n 
with 7> 1 fixed, using the integral representation (2.6), then use the method of the saddle point 
to find an asymptotic expansion and asymptotic approximation of (2.6), which will be uniform on 
certain compact subsets of the domain of the variable t. For reference see [4, 8] or [1]. 
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Let {7~(n, t)} be an asymptotic sequence, that is, g,.+~(n, t)= o(g,~(n, t)) as n--~ cx~ for every s ¢ ~, 
where t is a parameter. We write as in [8, VII.l], 
O<3 
f (n,t)~--~f~(n,t) ,  {g.~(n,t)}, n--+oo, (2.10) 
s--0 
if for all m E t~, 
m--1 
f (n , t )= ~f~(n,t)+O(gm(n,t)) ,  n--+cxz. (2.11) 
s=0 
If the o and O-symbols hold uniformly for t E J, where J is a set, we call (2.11 ) a uniform 
asymptotic expansion, and if we consider the first m terms, we call (2.11 ) a uniform asymptotic 
approximation on J (with respect o t E J) .  
We mention several known results on asymptotic expansions of certain integrals. 
We first consider integrals of the form 
I(n) = e-'W(~)q(~) d~, (2.12) 
where the integration is along a path ~ which is a contour in C connecting a and b. We shall 
assume the following: 
(i) The functions p(~) and q(~) are independent of n, and, single-valued and analytic in a do- 
main 9. 
(ii) ~ is independent of n, lies within @ and the endpoints a and b are finite. 
(iii) In a neighborhood of a, p(~) and q(~_) have convergent power-series expansions of the form 
CX3 ~C 
p(~)=p(a)+ ~--~p~(~-a) '+~', q(~)= ~--~q~,(~-a) ~+'~-~, (2.13) 
s=0 s=0 
where P0 > 0, q0 ~ 0, and t~ and t 1 are positive integers. 
(iv) l(n) converges at b absolutely and uniformly for n E ~. 
(v) ~(p(~) -  p(a))>O for CE~\{a},  and is bounded away from zero as ¢ ~b along ~. 
The following result has been established in [4, Theorem 4.7.1]: 
Theorem 2.1. With the foregoing assumptions ( i)-(v),  
I (n )~e-"P~'~oF(~)~ nC~+,,as,..',~' {no,+,,,/,}, (2.14) 
t l , ; f l  as n ~ ~.  The coefficients a,. are expressible in terms of p~ and q.,., in particular ao = qo/(#Po ). 
We need an extension of Theorem 2.1. We consider the integral 
I(n,t) := ~, e-"P(¢'t)q( ~,t)d¢, (2.15) 
where t E J is a real parameter, and J is a compact interval. We assume the following: 
(vi) p(~, t) and q(~, t) are independent of n, single-valued and analytic in a domain 9, uniformly 
for tEJ.  
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(vii) The paths ~tc  ~ are independent of n, continuously change with t EJ, and have finite 
endpoints a(t) and b(t). 
(viii) For everv tEJ ,  in a neighborhood of an interior point z ( t )E~,  p(~,t) and q(~,t) have 
convergent power-series expansions of the form 
OG 
p(~, t) = p(z(t), t) + ~ ps(t)(~ - z(t)Y +'', (2.16) 
s~0 
q(~,t) = ~--~ q.,(t)(~ - z(t)y +' ', (2.17) 
s - -O  
where tl, pE ~. Furthermore, IPo(t)[ /> po>O, [qo(t)l ~> qo>O, tEJ ,  the distance dist({z(t): 
t E J}, ~)  ~ 6j > O, and there exists s(J) E ~ and finite constants mj > 0 and Mj > 0 such 
that 
m.j <~[p.,.(t)["~ <~Mj, mj <,[q.,.(t)['/~<~Mj, tEJ ,  s~s( J ) .  (2.18) 
(ix) I(n,t ) converges at a(t ) and b(t ) absolutely and uniformly for t E J  and n E ~. 
(x) ~(p(~, t) - p(z(t), t)) > 0 for ~ E ~\{z(t)},  and is bounded away from zero uniformly for 
t E J as ~ ---~ a( t ) and as ~ ---~ b( t ) along ~.  
Then the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [4, Theorem 4.7.1] can be modified to obtain an uniform 
asymptotic expansion of the form (2.14) for the integrals I(n, t). 
Theorem 2.2. With the assumption (vi)-(x), 
o~ 
{n,,+,,,,.} (2.19) 
as n ~ ~,  uniJbrmly for t E J. The coefficients as(t) are expressible in terms of ps(t) and q,(t), in 
particular ao(t) = qo(t)/(ppo(t) '1'~¢'). 
If ~@ = [a, b] is a real interval and ~ = u is a real variable, a similar to Theorem 2.1 result [4, 
Theorem 3.8.1] is available for the large n asymptotics of the integral I(n). Assume the following: 
(xi) p(u)> p(a) when uE(a,b),  and for every cE(a,b)  the infimum of p (u) -  p(a) in [c,b) is 
positive. 
(xii) p'(u) and q(u) are continuous in a neighborhood of a, except possibly at a. 
(xiii) Eq. (2. l 3) hold as ~ = u ~ a from the right, Po > O, qo ¢ O, the numbers p and q are positive 
integers, and in addition 
p ' (u )~-~(s+#)ps(u -a )  ~+''-', { (u -ay+"- '} ,  u---~a +. (2.20) 
.~0  
(xiv) l(n) converges absolutely in its range for all sufficiently large n. 
Theorem 2.3 (Olver [4, Theorem 3.8.1]). Under assumptions (xi)-(xiv), 
~o rks  + rl] a,. {n~.~+,,,/,,} Z(n) e (-;- j  (2.21 ) 
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as n--~ c~. The coefficients a~ are determined from the p, and q, as in Theorem 2.1, in particular 
qo {q~ ()~ + 1)plqo } 1 
ao - ./l,' al = _ ( ) .+2) / ,u  " (2.22) 
#P0' #2P 0 Fo 
In the presence of a parameter t E J, where J is a compact interval, the proof of Theorem 2.3 
in [4] can be extended to obtain an uniform asymptotic expansion of I (n,t) on J. We make the 
following assumptions: 
(xv) For each t E J, ~ = [a(t), b(t)] is an interval, the endpoints a(t) and b(t) continuously depend 
on t, and p(u,t) is a strictly increasing function of  u on [a(t),b(t)]. 
(xvi) Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) hold with z(t) replaced by a(t), and the coefficients atisfy Ipo(t)l >~ 
p0>0, qo(t) >>. q0>0, t EJ, and (2.18). 
(xvii) I(n, t) converges absolutely throughout [a(t), b(t)] for all sufficiently large n, uniformly for 
tE J .  
Theorem 2.4. Under assumptions (xv)-(xv), 
i(n,t)~e_,,p(al,),,) ~s~o F (  S~ n (~+'a'(t)),''' , {n/~+,,).,, } (2.23) 
as n ~ ~,  uniformly for t E J. 
The last preliminary theorem concerns the relation between the zero distribution (the so-called 
weak asymptotics) of a sequence of polynomials and their strong asymptotics. 
Theorem 2.5. Let {P,(t)}~l be a sequence of  polynomials of  respective degree n having n distinct 
zeros in an interval [A,B], that is 
oc  
P,(t) =K,  1-I (t - t!")~ -.1 J~ 
j=l 
A <. • "" <t .  ~<B.  
Let J C(A,B) be an open interval such that for every sufficiently large n, 
P,,(t) = ~{e"~(')+l~(t)(1 + R,(t))}, t E J, (2.24) 
where ~ E Cl(j), fl E C(J), and IR,(t)l =o(1) as n ~ ~,  uniformly on the compact subsets of  J. 
Let ~l --~(ct) and ~2 = ~(~), and assume that :q(t) >~ ~1 >0 on J, and ~(t )>0 on J. 
n Let v, :=(1/n)~j= 16~,,,~ be the normalized countin 9 measures upported on the zeros of  {P,,}. 
i 
Then the measure v with density (1/Tz):t~(t) on J is a lower bound for every weak-star limit of  the 
measures v,. Moreover, if  
lim,~sup vn(J) <~ (l/n) f j  ~(t)  dt, (2.25) 
then v, ~ v as n ~ e~ on J, in the weak-star topology. 
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ProoL We have from (2.24), 
P,,(t) = e"~'(')+/~(t)ll + R,(t)] sin(ncc2(t) + fl2(t) + 7,(t)), t E J, (2.26) 
where flj := ~(fi), f12 := -.~(fi), and 7, := tan-l(--~(R,)/( 1 + ~(R,,))). We set Sn(t):= n~2(t) + fl2(t) + 
7,(0. By (2.26) the zeros of P,(t) in J are the zeros of sin(Sn(t)) in J. Let [a, a + h] C J. For a 
finite set S let IS] be the number of distinct elements of S. 
We have 
nv,([a, a + h]) = ]{t E [a, a + h]: P,,(t) = 0}1 
= [{t E [a,a + h]: S.(t)/rc E Z}l ~> I{S.(t)/rt: t E [a,a + h]} A Z[ 
(S,,(a + h) - S,,(a))/rt - 1, 
by the continuity of S,. Then 
lim inf v,,([a, a + h]) ~> lim inf l ( (s,(a + h) - S, (a)) /n - 1 ) 
= (~2(a + h) - ~2(a))/rc. (2.27) 
Moreover, if (2.25) holds, then strict inequality in (2.27) is not possible. Indeed if for some [a0,a0+ 
h0]c J  we have a strict inequality in (2.27) that would imply l im in f , _++v, ( J )>(1 / r t ) f j~ ' ( t )d t ,  
which is impossible in view of (2.25). Hence, in this case equality holds in (2.27) for all [a, a+h] C J 
and by (2.27) we get 
lim 1,,_o + 1/r~)~2(a ), 6J, h~0+ h lim v,([a, a + h]) = ( ' a 
and the proof is complete. [] 
I 3. The case p=q= 
Let 7 > 1 be fixed, and N = 7n for n E ~. The cases x = 0, x- -N/2 and x = N are trivial. In view 
of (2.4), it is enough to consider the case x E (0,N/2), that is t =x/n  E (0, 7/2). We set p,(x)  := p,,(x; 
1 I 2, 5)" In this case 2= 1. From (2.6)-(2.8) for r>0 we have 
,{ 
p,,(x)-- 2.+lrfi I .(r) 
- z ( r -  1) (2 i s in ( (N-x )~) j  r (1 +s)X(_s_s_ - s  "+1 1) x-~ 
f - '  ( -1 -  s)X(1- s) N-X )}  1 
-2 i  sin(xrt) s,+l ds - :  2"rt 
r 
ds 
I ,(r) 
2i 
- z ( r  - 1 )(sin(n(7 - t )zt )l,,( r, t) + ( -  1 )" sin( nt~ )I,( r, 7 - t ) ) } . (3.1) 
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We recall that in (2.5) we defined 
p(z)  := logz - t log(1 +z)  - (2 - t) log(1 - z ) ,  q(z) := 1/z. 
The saddle points are the zeros of p'(z),  where 
1 t (y  - t) (7 - 1 )Z 2 -1- (]2 --  2t)z + 1 
p'(z) = + - -  - , (3.2) 
z 1 +z  1 - z  z(1 - z  2) 
or equivalently the roots Zl,2 of  the equation 
(7 - 1 )Z 2 ± (7 --  2t)z + 1 = O. 
Solving we get 
-7  + 2t  i v / (7  - 2 t )  2 - 4 (7  - 1 ) _ .  -A  + v /D  
Zl,2 = 2(7 -  1) 2 (7 -  1) ' (3.3) 
where A = y - 2t and D = A 2 - 4(7 - 1). We shall consider two cases. 
Case 1: D<0.  In this case tE (7 /2  - x /~-  1,7/2)=:(al,.,,,7/2)= : I,,;., and z l ,2~N. We set 
zl :=re  i~,~, where r= l /v /7 -  I and cos~pl =-A / (2x /7 -  1). Since t E(0 ,7 /2)  we have A>0 and 
q)l C ('/I~/2, 7~). For the path of  integration we select the contour F,.. 
Conditions (v i ) - ( i x )  of  Theorem 2.2 are easily verified, and we shall concentrate on verifying 
(x), that is, 
~R(p(re i°) - p (z l ) )>0,  0E(0 ,  qol)U(q01,rc). (3.4) 
We set u := cos 0 E ( -  1, 1 ). Then 
2~(p( re  i°) - p(zl )) 
1 +r  2 + 2rcos0  +(y  - t ) log \ ] 7_72 -- 2-r-~-os0 
t 7- t  
=t l°g(y /2+u 7x~Z~_ l )+(Y - t ) l °g (7 /2 -u~)=: f (u ) '  
where we used the identities 
1 + r 2 ± 2r Cos ¢Pl = 1 ÷ 
1 A 7TA 
y_ lTy~-y_ l  ' 
7 ± 2UvS--- 1 1 + r 2 4- 2ru = 
7- -1  
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7 +/x  = 27-  2t, and 7 - /k  = 2t. The function f (u )  is well-defined for u E ( -1 ,  1 ), and f (cos  q~l )= 0. 
Furthermore, 
f ' (u )  = - tv /7 -  1 + (7 -  t )vS -  l 
7/2 + u 7x/~-l-1 7 /2 -  uv /7 -  1 
7(/ \ /2 + u~¢7---T-1)v/7 - 1 7(u - cos ~p~)(v - 1) 
72/4-  u2(7 - 1) 72/4-  u2(7 - 1) 
Now since 72/'4 - u2(7 - 1 ) > 72/4 - (7 - 1 ) = (7 - 2)2/4 >/0 for u E ( -  1, 1 ), it follows that f ' (u)  > 0 
for uE(cosq~,  1), that is, for 0E(0 ,  q)~), and f ' (u )<0 for u C ( -1 ,  cos qg~ ), that is, for 0E(qg~,rt). 
Hence (3.4) follows. 
Next we find an asymptotic approximation of p,(nt). We first consider I,(r). We have p'(zl )= O, 
p" (z l )¢O since zl ¢z2, and in (2.13), /2=2 and p0 = p"(z~)/2. We write p'(z)=N(z) /D(z)  with 
N(z )=(7-  1)z 2 + Az + 1 and D(z)=z(1 -z2) .  Since N(z l )=0,  
N'(zj ) 2(7 - 1 )zt + 
p" (zl ) - 
D(zl ) z,(1 - z~) 
Next for z close to zl, 
,.'N; 
1 = ~-'~(-1)'Z~" ' ( z - z ,y ,  (3.5) ( z )= 
s = 0 
and from (2.13) we get q0 = l/z1 and q=l .  By Theorem 2.2 and (2.9), with ao=qo/(/2pg'~')= 
1'2 qo/(2Po' ) = 1/(Zl(2p"(Zl))12) we get 
2i \zl(2p"(zt ))1,2 + O(n-I  ) ' (3.6) 
uniformly on compact subsets of 1~.:.. I f  7E (1,2), r=  [zll = l /v /7 -  1>1 and we need an estimate 
for the integrals I,,(r, t) and I,,(r, 7 - t). We have 
fl" 
I,,(r, t) = e_,,p{,.rt_l ds, (3.7) 
• S 
where p(s,t):= l ogs - t log( l  +s) - (7 - t ) log(s -  1). For s> l  we find Op(s,t)/Os=p'(s). Since 
p'(s) has no real zeros, dp(s,t)/dt<O for s> l .  By Theorem 2.4 with /2=1,  q=l ,  po=p'(r) ,  
qo = I/r, and 
ao -- 
q0 1 (7 - 2) 
Po rp'(r) (2v/7 - 1 + 5 ) ~ '  
we get I,(r, t)=e-"P('"l(aon -' + O(n-2)). 
However, ~R(p(r,t))= ~(p(r)),  ~R(p(r, 7 - t ) )=~R(p( - r ) ) ,  and (3.4) shows that the integrals 
I,,(r, t) and I,(r, 7 -  t) are of  order O(e-"c{t)[L,(r)[), where c(t):= min{~R(p(r ) -  p(z, )), ~(p( - r ) -  
p(z, ))} > 0. 
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Then for the strong asymptotics of p,(nt) on Ii.:. we obtain 
] ()()v~n-l"2 e-~~t)), 
p,(nt) = ~1 e-"~P(~'))Z"rt sin(ncfft) - 7,(t) + fl,(t)).z.Zp,,.zW_,/2 + O(n-' + (3.8) 
as n -+ oc, where ~(t)= arg(e-P~')), ~,(t )= arg(z,(p"(zj ))1/2), and ft,(t)= o(1) uniformly in n and 
on the compact subsets of Iu.,. 
By Theorem 2.5, a lower bound for the weak-star limits of the normalized counting measures of 
the zeros of p,(nt) in the interval Inr is the measure (~'(t)/rt)dt. 
We now compute ~'(t) for t E 11,7. We have zl = re i'p' = ( -A+i~/ZD) / (2 (y -  1 )) and ~(z, ) = x/-Z--D/ 
(2x /7-  1)>0 for D<0.  Hence 
c~(t) = t(arg(1 + zt )) + (y - t)arg(1 - zl ) - arg(zl ) 
:= tff~ + (7 - t)(~2 - re) - qh, (3.9) 
where 
~,(t )=cot_ l  (1 + ~(z l ) )  =cot_ , (2 (7 -1) -A)  (3.10, 
 (Zl ) ' 
, (1 - -~R(~) )  =cot_ , (2 (7 -1)+ A)  ~2(t)=cot-  k, --~(zl) \ ---x/,~- ~ , (3.11) 
qh( t )=cot - ' (~(z ' ) '~  =cot - ' ( - / k )  \.~(z~ ) } ~ . (3.12) 
Then 
~'(t) = ~ + t~'~ - ~2 + n + (7 - t)~'2 - ~o'~. (3.13)  
For the derivatives from (3 .10) - (3 .12)  using that A= 7 -2 t  we  obtain 
A - 2 -A  - 2 -2  
O'l -- 2tv,,Z~, ~k; = 2(7 _ t)v/-2_~, (P'l -- ~ (3.14) 
From (3.13) and (3.14) we get 
c~' = ~, - ~2 + rt = cot-I(cot(Ol -- ~2)) + n 
(cot02_cot~O2___+l" oz _ cot o, J ( ~2-2  
Let mi,,, denote the mass of og(t)/n on Iur, i.e. 
mu;, = a t= (~(7/2-) - 0ffa~,v) ). 
1.7 ~'~ 
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We have, ~ ~ 2x /~-  1 
From (3.9)-(3.12) we find 
7 7 _j 
~(7/2 )= ~cot - ' (v /7  - -  1) + ~(cot ( -v /7  - -  1 ) -  x ) -  co t - ' (0 - ) -  2' (3.16) 
~(a~; )=a ' , ; ' c° t - l (  2 (7 -1) -2  7v~-~-I ) 
+(7 -a , . : , ) ( co t  ' (  2 (v -1 )+2 7¢~-S-i--1- 
= al.;.Z(2 - 7)~ - re. (3.17) 
The last equality is clear if 7 ¢ 2, and if 7 = 2, at,;--= 0. Therefore 
1 
ml.:, = ~ - Z(2 - 7)a~,:.. (3.18) 
Case 2: D t> 0. In this case A2~> 4(7 -  1 )>0,  tE(O, al,:,], the saddle points z~.2 are real and 
z2 <~ zl <0. Let ri := [zil = -z j ,  j = 1,2. 
Conditions (v i ) - ( ix)  of Theorem 2.2 are easily verified. We verify (x). For r>0 and ~=re  i°, 
with 0 C (0, rt), u := cos 0 E ( -  1, 1) we have 
2~R(p(~) - p( - r ) )= 2~R(p(re i°) - p( - r ) )  
=t log  l+r  2+2ru  l q - r  Z - -2 ru]  =:f (u ) .  
The function f (u )  is well-defined on ( -1 ,  1) and 
-2 r t  2r(7 - t) 
f ' (u )  - + 1 + r 2 +2ru  1 +r  2 - 2ru 
= 2r((7 - 2t)(1 + r 2) ÷ 2rTu) _ .  2rh(u) 
(1 + r2) 2 - 4r2u 2 --" (1 + re )  2 - -  4rZu 2" 
For u¢  ( -1 ,  1) we have (1 + r2) 2 -4 r2u2 >(1 - r2 )  2 ~> 0 and 
(7 -  1 )h(u)>(7-  1 )h( -1 )=(7-  1)(A(1 +r  2) -2 rT )=:a( r ) "  
Furthermore, rl,2 are the zeros of  (7 - 1)r 2 - A r  + 1 hence (7 - 1)(r? + 1)-- Ar /+ 7 - 2, and 
' " ./ 
bJ :=a( r j )=(  A2 - 27(7 - 1))rj + A(7 -  2), j=  1,2. 
Using that rl + r2 =/~/ (7 -  1 ) we obtain 
(7 -  1)(b~ + b2)=(A  2 - 27(7 -  1))A + 2A(7-  1)( 7_  2) 
=A(A  2 -4 (7  - 1 ) )= AD >~ 0. (3.19) 
Hence, at least one b / i s  nonnegative and the preceding relations show that ~(p( re  i°) -p ( - r ) )>0,  
0 E (0, x) for r = ri. Now we shall identify this rj. We consider 
( A2 - 27(7 - 1))v/D b2 - bt = (A  2 - 27(7 - 1))(r2 - rl ) = 
7 -1  
and -D  ~ 0 + as t ~ a +1,7, and/~ ~ 0 + and -D  ~ 4(7 - 1 ) -  as t --~ 7 /2- .  
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I f  7 >/2, then A 2 - 27(7 - 1) ~ 7 2 - -  27(7 - 1 )=7(2  - 7) ~< 0, consequently be <<. bl and by (3.19), 
b~ >~ 0. Moreover, since r~ ~< r2 and rir2 = 1/ (7 -  1) ~< 1, we get rl ~< 1. Hence in this case in (3.1) 
we integrate along Fr, = Cr,. 
For t E (0,al,;.] we have # = 2 if t<ai.;, and # = 3 if t = aw,. From (3.1), (2.9) and Theorem 2.2, 
with q = 1 we get 
1 L,(rl) 1 ~{S e-"l'!¢)~ d~} 
p, (nt ) -  2"rt 2i - 2"rt c,:, 
l~ l  ~ (s+l)  a, } 
= e -np(-r~) ~ F nC,:;S)...i, 
2"~ t ,=o \ # / 
l e-"P~ "') ( -F(l/#)n-'':" ) 
= 2"rt #rl(pU, l(_rl)/#!)l..¢, + O(n :"~') , (3.20) 
which holds uniformly on the compact subsets of (0, a i,;). In (3.20) the quantity e -pc-'' )=  - (1  - 
rl )'(1 + rl ):'-'/rl is real, 
p"(-r l  ) = -2(7  - 1 )r l  -I- /~ _ v /D  and p(3)(_rl ) _ -2(7 - 1 ) 
- r l (1  - r 2)  r i (1  - r~)  r l (1  - r~)  
i f  p" ( - r l )=0.  Moreover, (3.20) shows that p,,(nt) have no zeros in (0,al..) for all sufficiently 
large n. 
I f  7<2,  then A 2 -  27(7 -  1) >~ 4(7 -  1 ) -  27(7 -  1 )=2(7-  1 ) (2 -  7 )>0 implies b2 /> bl and by 
(3.19), b2 ~> 0. However, since rlr2 = 1/(7 - 1 )> 1 and 
(7 - 1)(1 - rl)(1 - r2 ) -=7 - 1 - /~  + 1 =2t>0,  
we get rl, 2 > 1. It can be shown that b~ <0,  hence we have to integrate along F,.e. The term In( r2)  in 
(3.1) is estimated as in (3.20); however now e- t,(-,-2 )= _ei,= le-  p/ ,2/i, a0 = - 1/(#r2(pU')(-r2 )/#! )1.:~,) 
is real, and by Theorem 2.2 for t ff (0,al,:] we obtain 
I"(rz) - ie-"P~-r2)i sin(ntrc)(-Fn (1/#) ' )  2i a0 + O(n 24,) , (3.21) 
uniformly on compact subsets of (0,a~ ..), where # is determined as in the case 3' >/2. 
We also have to consider the integrals I,(r:, t) and l,,(r2, y - t) defined with (3.7). Since /~ = 7 - 
2 t>0,  
e-p(,,,)=( s- l~e  nc,.,~-,) (r:-l?e_pOw_,) ' sE(1 r~], (3.22) 
\~ J  ~<kr2+lJ ' " 
hence L,(r2, t) is exponentially smaller than 1,@2, 7 - t ) .  For s> 1 we have 
8p(s,y_t) /Os=(1 - -7 )S  2 -[-z~S-- 1 
S(S 2 -- 1) 
- (7  - 1)(s - rl )(s - r2) 
s(s 2 - 1) 
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Then N(p(s, 7 - t ) )>N(p( r l ,  7 -  t)) for s E(1,r2), sCrl.  By Theorem 2.4 we get 
I . ( r2 ,  - t )  
= (4  - -  Iz)e -"p(r''''-t) l~rl(p ~ /d)j/i ' + O(n -z'l') . (3.23) 
However, ]e P~-~-'~]-~e-!~cPI'-'v-e))<e -!~(p(r'';'-t)) and (3.22) imply that in (3.1) the first two terms 
are of order O(e .... v~I,,(rz, 7 - t)), where 
c(t) = min(A log((r2 + 1)/(re - 1)), ~(p(r2, 7 - t) - p(r,, 7 - t))) >0, 
for tc(O, aw.). Then from (3.1), (3.21) and (3.23) we get 
p,(nt) = ( -1 )  "+l sin(ntn + e,,(t))e -"~lp~''':'-t)) 
r,(2p"(rl, 7 - t ) )  1'2 
(1 + O(n -t + e ,,~.~,t)), 
(3.24) 
with e , ( t )= o(1), uniformly on compact subsets of (0,al,:.). 
By (3.24) and Theorem 2.5 it follows that the measure ldt on (0,a~,;.) is a lower bound for the 
weak-star limits of the normalized zero-counting measures v,, of the polynomials p,(nt) on (0,al,:.), 
and it has a total mass a~,z. on that interval. Combining with formulas (3.15) and (Y18), for the case 
D<0 by Theorem 2.5 we get vn ~ a~. as n ~ oc in the weak-star sense, where a;, is the absolutely 
continuous measure with density 
v: ( t )=lcot  ~( 7 -2  ) 
n 2v/(t-a,-f:.:)(7--al,:.-t ) 
v:.(t)=Z(2-7), tE(O, 7)\(al,;.,7--a,,.). 
+ 1, t E (at,:,,7 - al,;,), (3.25) 
(3.26) 
We now summarize the results of this section. 
I Theorem 3.1. The strong asymptotics of p,(nt) = p,,(nt; ½, ~ ) is given by 
(a) (3.8),for tE (7 /2 -  7v/~s~- 1,7/2); 
(b) (3.20), for t E (0, 7/2 - 7~/~S-I-- 1] when 7 ~> 2; 
(c) (3.24),for tE(0,7/2-7v/7-s1-  1) when 7E(1,2). 
The asymptotic formulas hoM uniformly on the compact subsets of the corresponding open 
intervals. For t E (7/2,7), the asvmptotics follows from the symmetricity formula (2.4) and the 
formulas for t E (0, 7/2). 
Theorem 3.2. The distribution of the zeros of p,,(nt) as n---~ ~ is given by the measure with 
density described in (3.25) and (3.26). 
We recall Theorem 3.2 is originally due to Dragnev and Saff [2]. 
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4. The case p ¢ q 
i and 1 Then 2 p/q¢l  Let 7>1 be fixed andN=Tn for nEN.  Let pE(0 ,1 ) ,  p~ q= -p .  = . 
In view of (2.4) it is enough to consider the case p<q, that is, 2E(0,  1). Now t=x/nE(0,7) for 
xE(O,N). From (2.6)-(2.8) for r>0 we have 
q~ { f , - ( s+ l )X(4s_ l )N  x p,,(x; p,q) = ~ In(r) - 2i)~(r - 1/4) sin((N - x)x) s,+l ds 
1/  /'. 
+2iz(r-1)sin(x~)(-1)"+'f "(s-1)X(Zs+l)N-~s.+, ds } =: --q"x[~ l,(r)2i 
- z ( r -  1/Z)sin((N-x)rOll(n,r)+ )~(r- 1)( -1)  "+1 sin(xn)Iz(n,r)}. (4.1) 
We recall that in (2.5), q(z)= 1/z and 
p(z ) := logz - t log( l+z) - (7 - t ) log(1 -2z ) ,  zE~.  
The saddle points are the zeros of 
1 t 2 (7 - t )  2 (7 -1 )z  ~+Az+l  p'(z) = + - -  - (4.2) 
z 1 +z  1 - Zz z(1 +z)(1 - Zz) ' 
where 
A :=2(7-  1 ) - (2+ 1) t+ 1. 
The equation p'(z) = 0 is equivalent to 2(7 - 1 )Z 2 ÷ AZ ÷ 1 = 0, with solutions 
-h  + , /A :  - 44(7  - l )  _ .  -A  + 
zt,2 = 24(7 -  1) 22(7 -  1) (4.3) 
We consider two cases based on the sign of the discriminant D. 
Case 1: D<0.  Then A s <44(7-  1) and zl,z ¢ R. The condition 
-2V/4(7 -1)<A<2 2~-1)  
is equivalent to 
tEi;~.=(a;~,;.,b~. ):= ( (1 -  v /~-  l))2 (1+x/~(7- ] - ) )2 )  
" 2 + 1 ' 2 + 1 " (4.4) 
We set zl =re  i'p' with r= 1 /v /~-  1) and cos ~ol =-A / (2~-  1)), for q~l E ( -n ,n ) .  We restict 
ourselves in verifying condition (x), conditions (vi)-( ix) of Theorem 2.2 are straightforward. We 
will show that 
~(p(re i°) -- p(z l ) )>0,  0 E (0, ~01) U (q~l,n). (4.5) 
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For u := cos 0 E ( -  1, 1 ) we define 
f (u )  := 2~R(p(re i°) - p(zl )) 
l+r2+2ru  + (y -  t) log 1 ~-2~? ~ 2 - -~ . 
The function f (u )  is well-defined on ( -1 ,  1), f ( cos  ~ol ) = 0, and 
-2rt  2r2(7 - t) 2rh(u) 
f ' (u )  - + =: 1 +r2+2ru  l+22r2 -22ru  II+reiO[2[1-,~re~O[ 2" 
Since r2= 1 / (2 (y -  1)) we have 
(4.6) 
(y - 1)h(u) = 2(y -  t)(y - 1 + 1/2 + 2u~/~ - 1)/2) 
- t (7 -1+2-2u  2~-1) )  
= 2(y - 1 )(Y - t) + (7 - t) - t(7 - 1 + 2) + 2yuff~-y - 1 ) 
----T& + 2~'u~v//~ - 1) =2y~f~ - 1 ) (u -  cos~o,). 
Hence h(u)>0 and f ' (u )>0 for uE(cosq~l,1) ,  that is, for 06(0,~ol) ,  and h(u)<0 and f ' (u )<0 
for u E ( -1 ,cos  qh ), that is, for t 6 (91, rt). This verifies (4.5) and in (4.1) we select r---]zl [. 
By Theorem 2.2 with # = 2 and r/= 1, 
LO') 
2i 
= ~{2e-np/:~ )(x/~aon-I/2 + O(n -l ))}, (4.7) 
where (see (4.2)) 
_ qo _ 1 1 ( z , ( l+z~) (1 -2z , ) )  ''2 (4.8) 
ao 2x /~ ztx/~p"(zl) zl \2 (22(7 -1)z i+A) /  " 
I f  r>  1 then one or both of  the integrals I~,2(n,t) in (4.1) will contribute to p,(nt; p,q). However, 
as in the case p=q= ½, D<0,  it can be shown that these integrals are of  size e .... ")O(I,(r)), 
where c(t) := max(~R(p(r) - p(zl )), ~R(p(-r) - p(zt ))) > 0. Hence in this case from (4.1), (4.7) and 
Theorem 2.2 we get 
p,,(nt; p,q) 2qne-"!~P~:'~) x/~a° e -n'v)) = - -  + O(n -~ + sin(n~(t) + ]~(t) + s,(t)), 
n I/2 
(4.9) 
uniformly on compact subsets of/~..:,, where 7 ( t ) :=  arg(e-P~Z')), fi(t):= arg(a0), and e,,(t)= o(1 ). 
From Theorem 2.5 it follows that a lower bound for the weak-star limits of  the zeros of  pn(nt; p, q) 
on I;,; is the measure (1/rc)a'(t)dt, t El;::. We now compute ~'(t). 
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For t EL.r, ~(zl )  = --~(re i~,~ ) = v/TD/(22(y - 1 ) )>0 and 
~(t) = t(arg(1 + re  i~' ) )  q- (y  - -  t)arg(1 - 2re i~°' ) - q~l 
= tc° t - I  ( 1 +rc°s~' )  r s-~n ~, / ( c° t - '  ( 1 - 2rc°sq~' -~ 7 s--~n 7p-  "]_ - r~)  
+ (~ - t )  J - ~Ol 
=:  t~ l  A- (y  - -  t ) ( lp2  - -  r t )  - -  ~p,. 
Then 
¢( t )  = ~,, + t~( - ~,~ + = + (7 - t )~  - ~,',. 
The functions ~q,2 can be written in the form 
' (22(7 -- 1) - k ,  x/Z-~ A)  (2 (2 -~1)+ A)  ~9,(t) = cot-  , qJ2(t) = cot- '  k, • 
For -D  = 42(y - 1 ) - ~2 = 42(7 - 1 ) - (2(~/-  1) - (2 + 1 )t + 1 )2 we have 
-2A  dA/dt (2 + 1)A 
d~/dt  -- 
2v/-Z~ v/-S~ 
Furthermore, ~ol = cot - l ( -A /x / -ZD) .  Then for ~b~, 2 and ~P'l we find 
~, f ( t )= 
(2 + 1)v/ZD - (22(7 - 1) - A ) (~) '  
(22(7 -  1 ) -  ~)2 -D  
(2 + 1) ( -D  + A 2 - 22(7 - 1)A)  
( (22(7 -  1) - A)2 _ D)v/7-~ 
(2 + 1 )(22(7 - 1 )A - 42(2 - 1 )) 
(422( 'y  - -  1 )2 __ 42(7 - 1 )A + A 2 - D)v/-ZD 
(2 + 1)(A - 2) ~-  2 
2(2(7 - 1 ) -- A + 1 )x /ZD 2tx/-LD ' 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
- (2  + 1)x/-Z-D - (2(2 - 1) + A) (x /ZD) '  
~2(t) = - ( -1 )  (2 (2 -1 )+A)2-D 
(2 + 1) ( -D  +/~2 _]_ 2(7 - 1)A)  
((2(7 - 1) + A)2 _ D)x/ -S~ 
(2 + 1)(2(7 - 1)A + 42(7 - 1)) 
(4 (7  - 1 )2 _]_ 4(7 - 1 )A  +/k2  _ D)x / -Z~ 
(2 + 1)(A + 22) A + 22 
2((7 - 1) + A + 2)x/Z-D -- 2(7 - t)x/Z--D '
tp', (t) (~ + 1)x/-SD + A(v/Z-D)' 2+1 
=--  /,x2 D - -  ~ ,  
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
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where we used (4.13), and that D = A2 __  42(7 - 1 ) and A = 2(7 - 1 ) - (2 + 1 )t + 1. From (4.11 ), 
(4.14)-(4.16) and (4.12) we get 
(cot ¢1 cot I/t 2 ~' -  1 ) 
=cot - '  ( (22(-72 1)__- _A)(2(7 - 1) + A) + D)  
k (22(7 - 1) + 2( 7 - 1))x/7-D + rt 
=cot_ , (2R(7 -1)+(2-1)A-22)+r t  
(i 7 i5,7-z5 
(2 (7 -1 ) - (2 -1 ) t -1 )  = cot -I ~ + re. (4.17) 
Let m~,,: denote the total mass of e'(t)/r~ on k.,:,. We have (see (4.4)) 
~'(t) 1 
m; -, = dt = (e(bZ..) - ~(a+~,)). 
Furthermore, A---,2 2V~-  1) as t-+a+.,, A --4 ( -2v /~-  1)) + as t---~bT,;,, 
both cases. Then by (4.10) and (4.12), 
~(a+~, )=a; .cot - ' (  22(7 -1) -2  2x/~T(y-1) ) , ,  .., 
+(7_aa , , . ) ( co t - , (22( ' - l )+2  2v/2~--~-1) 
-c°t -~ k(-2X/~(Y-x/7-~ 1) ) =a~<,Z(1 -2 (7 -  1))re- re, 
where we recall that Z is the characteristic function of (0,oc), and 
~(b~.)=b~.,cot-' ( 22(7-1)+ .,, v/-Z~ ) 
+(7_bz:,)(cot-'(2(7-1)-2v/~-1) 
(2x/)~(7 - 1 ) - )  
- co t - '  ~, ~ =(7 - b~.,:,)(-Z(2 - (7 - 1))re). 
(4.18) 
and x/Z-D -+ 0 + in 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
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In (4.19), a;,;,=O i f2 (7 -  1 )=1,  and in (4.20), b~.,= 7 i f2=7-  1. From (4.18)-(4.20) we find 
m2,~, 
/ bz:, - 7 - a;.,;, + 1, 7 -1<2,  (4.21) 
= ] -a;.,~, + 1, £ ~< 7 - 1 < 1/2, (4.22) 
/ 
[, 1, 1/2 ~< 7 - 1. (4.23) 
Case 2: D >/0. Then /k2 ~ 42(7 _ 1), t E (0,7)\I~..7, and ZI, 2 are real. Let r j=  [zjl , j=  1,2. 
I f  A>12 2v~- l ) , thenzz<~Zl<0andt )=-z / .  
I fA~< - -2  2v /~- l ) , thenz l  >~z2>0 ands=z/ .  
In any case rl,2 are the zeros of 
Q(r) :=2(7 -  1)r 2 - la i r  + 1. (4.24) 
Let e= sign(~).  For fixed r>0,  r¢  1, 1/2, and for 0 E (0, r t) and u = cos 0 E ( -1 ,  1) we consider 
the function 
f(u) := 2~(p(re i°) - p(-er)) 
=t log  1TrS+2ru  ] +(7 - t ) log  l q2~TrS~-2r  u . (4.25) 
It is easy to verify conditions (v i ) - ( ix )  of  Theorem 2.2 for F~ on the compact subsets of 
Int((0,7)\L.7). However, it turns out that condition (x) does not hold on both ~,  j=  1,2. 
Our goal is to show that f (u )>0 on ( -1 ,  1) when r=~,  for at least one of the rs's and identify 
one such rj. Then (x) will be true on the corresponding curve ~,  and in (4.1) we shall integrate 
along Q. 
The derivative f'(u) can be written in the form (4.6) with 
h(u)=2(7-t)-t+(2(7-t)-22t)r2+227ru, u E [ -1 ,  1]. 
From (4.6) and (4.25) it follows that f (u )>0 on ( -1 ,  1) is equivalent o the condition eh(u)>O 
on (0, 1). 
We set a ( r ) :=(7 -  1)h( -e) ,  and b j :=a(r j ) .  Then with r=r j  and for uc ( -1 ,1 )  we have 
e(V- 1)h(u)>ebj. 
Using that 2(7 - t) - t = A + 2 - 1, 7 - (2 + 1)t = A + (1 - 2)(7 - 1) and 2(7 - 1)~2 = [A[~ - 1 
we get 
bj =(7  - 1 ) (~ + 2 - 1) + (7 - (2 + 1)t)( lAlr  J- - 1) - 2~27(7 - 1)rj 
=(7  - 2)A - 2(1 - 2)(7 - 1) + [(7 - (2 + 1)t) lA I - 2e27(7 - 1)]rj. (4.26) 
Since r~ =-ez j  we have 
2)~(7 - 1) 0 = I/kl + (-1)Jev/-D, j=  1,2. (4.27) 
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We set S = S(t) := 7 - (2 + 1 )t. We consider 
By :=22(7 - 1)bj =22(7 - 1)[(y - 2)A - 2(1 - 2)(7 - 1)] 
+S[A[ 2 - 2e22(2 - 1)]A I + [S IA l -  2e27(7 - 1)]( -  1)J~v/D 
= 222(2 -  1)(A - s IA l ) -  42(7 -  1)[A + (1 - 2 ) (7 -  1)] 
+SIAl  2 + [SIAl - 2g27(7 - 1)]( -  1)Jev/-D 
= (IA] 2 - 42(7 - 1))S + [S]AI - 2e2y(y - 1)](-1)Jev/D 
= (-1)Jev/D[S([A[ + ( -1 ) Je rk ) -  2e27( ? - 1)] 
= 22(7 - 1 ) ( -1  )Jex/D[S~ - W], (4.28) 
where for the third equality we replaced A + (1 - 2)(7 - 1) by S, and for the fourth equality we 
rep laced  IA I  2 - 42(7 - 1) by D. 
Since bj and Bj have the same sign, we have to identify an index j for which eBj >>. O. We recall 
that s = sign(A). We set uj := Srj - e 7. 
We consider three cases for the parameters y > 1 and 2 E (0, 1), according to the inequalities in 
(4)-(4) .  
Case 2.1: 7 -  1 <2.  Then rlr2 = 1/(2(7-  1 ) )>(1 /2)2> 1 and Q(1)= 2(7 -  1 ) - ]A ]+ 1 >0.  Indeed 
if A > 0, then Q(1 ) = (2 + 1 )t > 0, and if A < 0, then 
Q( 1 ) = 22(7 - 1 ) + 2 - (2 + 1 )t > 22(7) - 1 ) + 2 - (2 + 1 )~, 
=(1  - 2)(2 - 7))>(1 - 2)2>0. 
Hence rl,2 > 1, and the larger rj > 1/2. 
Case 2.1.1: e= I. Then r2/> rl, t 6(0,a~.,-,], 
7 )>S~>7) - (2+l )a~, , r=(1 -2) (7 ) -  1 )+2 2~-  l )=:& >0,  
and u2-  ul = S( rz -  rl )>~ O. Since A =S-  (1 -2 ) (7 ) -  1), independent of e we have 
2(7) - -  1)UlU2 ~-S  2 - ~7) l /~lS ~- 2(7) - -  l)7) 2 
= (1 - 7))(S 2 - (1 - 2)yS - 27) 2) =: (1 - 7)A(S). (4.29) 
Then A(0)  < 0, A(7)) = 0, hence A(S) < 0 for S E [&, 7)), and ul u2 > 0. Furthermore, 
2(7)- 1)(u~ + U2)~---SI~ [ -22(7)- 1)W 
= e(S 2 - (1 - 2)(7 - 1)S - 22(7 - 1)y)=: gB(S). (4.30) 
We have B' (S )=2S - (1 - 2)(7) - 1 )>0 for SE  [$1,7)), and 
B(SI) =2V/~ - 1 )S , -  22(7)- 1 )7 )=2V/~ - I ) (S , -  ° /1 /~-  1) )>0,  
because 7) < 1 +2 < 2. Hence B(S)  > 0 on [&, 7)) and u~ +u2 > 0. From what we have shown, u2 ~> u~ > 0, 
that is, BI ~<0, B2~>0. Hence, in (4.1), we must select r=r2 ,  and r2 > 1/2. 
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In this case we have to consider the integrals from (4.1) 
;r 
l l (n , r )= e -~p'(')I ds, h(n,r) = e_,p2(,) 1 ds, (4.31) 
J 1/2 S S 
where pl(s) :=Ins  - t ln(s + 1) - (7 - t) ln(2s - 1) and pz(s) := Ins - t ln(s - 1) - (7 - t) In(As + 1). 
For the derivatives we find (see (4.2)) 
1 t 2(7 - t) N(s)  
P'l(s)- s s + 1 2s~ - p'(s) =: D(s)' 
where 
N(s) = 2(7 - 1 )s 2 + As + 1, D(s) = s(s + 1 )(1 - As), 
and similarly p'z(s)=-p'(-s). For s E (1/2, r2) we have N(s)>0 (the zeros ZI, 2 <0) ,  and D(s)<0, 
hence p ' l (s )<0 and pl(s)>pl(r2). Next for sE(1,r2) ,  D( -s )>0,  and N( -s )>0 for sE(1 , r l )  
and N( -s )<0 for sE(rl,rz). Then p'2(s) is negative on (1,r l)  and positive on (rl,r2), hence 
pz(s)>p2(rl), sE(1,r2)\{rl}. We have shown that if D>0,  then for 0E(0,r t )  and sE(1/2,r2), 
r ~ it1 e-Pl(r2) ~ e-~(p( 2)) < e -  (p(r2e )) < e -~(p(-r2)) = e -p2(r2) 
Then with cl(t):~(p(r2)- p(--r2))>0 and c2(t)=p2(r2)- pz(rl)>0 by Theorems 2.2 and 
2.4 we have Ii(n, rz)=e-"{c'+c2)mO(I2(n, r )) and I,(r2)=e-"~2mO(Iz(n, r2)). Hence from (4.1) and 
Theorem 2.4 we get 
t/ 
p,(nt; p,q)= q( ( -1 )  "+1 sin(nt~) + O(e .... ~-m))I2(n, r2) 
= qn ( -  1 ),+l sin(ntrt + ~,(t))Ze -"p:~r' ) ( x/~n-1,'2 + O(n-~)), (4.32) 
with e , ( t )=arg(1  + ie-inv+l)~O(e-"'2~')))=o(1), uniformly on compact subsets of (0,a~<,). By 
Theorem 2.5, the weak-star limits of the zeros of pn(nt; p,q) in (0,a~.,,,) are bounded from be- 
low by the measure 1 dt on (0,a~,;.). 
Case 2.1.2: e=- l .  Then rl>lr> t E [b~<,,?), and 
f -~  
-2y<S ~< 7-  (2 + 1)b;<,=(1 - 2 ) (7 -  1 ) -  2~/2(7 -  1 )=:& 
= v/} - -  1((1 - 2)x/? - -  1 - 2v /2)< x/~ - 1(-)~ - 1)x/2<0. 
Next for ulu2, (4.29) holds. We have A( -27)  -- 22(2 - 1 )y2 <0 and the derivative A'(S) = 2S - (1 - 
2 )7<0 for S<0,  hence A(S)<0 on ( -27 ,&] ,  and ulu2>O. Furthermore, for B(S) in (4.30) we 
have B' (S)=2S-  (1 - 2 ) (7 -  1 )<0 for S<0,  and 
B(&)=-2  2~-  1)(Sz + 7~2-~ - 1)), 
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and since 7 -  1 < 2, 
S2+7~-  1) = v/7 - 1 ( (7 -  2 )x /2+ (1 - 2)v/7 - l) 
< v/7 - 1 ( (~-  1)x/~%- (1 - &)V~-  1)<0. 
Hence B(S)>>,B(S2)>O for SE(-27,$2] and by (4.30), ul +u2<0.  Then /11,2<0 and B1 ~<0, B2~>0. 
In this case in (4.1) we select r=rL, where rt >1/2. Note that by (4.24), 
2Q(1 /2)=7-1+A+2=(2+I ) (7 - t )>0,  A<0.  (4.33) 
Hence rl ~>r2 > 1/2. 
For the asymptotics of pn(nt; p, q) exactly as in the previous case we can show that it is determined 
by the integral Ii(n,r~). In this case the saddle points are at rt,2. Then N(s )>0 for s E (1/2,r2) and 
N(s) < 0 for s E (r2, rl ), while D(s) is negative for s > 1/2. Since P't (s) = p'(s) = N(s)/D(s) we have 
pt(s)>pt(r2) for s E (1/2,rt)\{r2}. Note that we also have 
pl(r l )=~(p(r l ) )<~(p(r le i°) )<~(p(- - r l ) )= p2(rl), OE(O, Tt). 
Furthermore, N( -s )>0,  sf~[-rl , -r2] and D( -s )>0,  s> l ,  hence p~2(s )=-p ' ( - s )=-N( -s ) /  
D(-s )<0 and p2(s)>p2(rt) on (1,rl). Then for t E(b;.,~,,7) in (4.1) the terms I,(rl) and I2(n, rl) 
are of size e-"C~t)O(Ii (n, rl )) with e(t) = Pl (rl) - Pt (r2) > 0. Hence by (4.1) and Theorem 2.4 applied 
to IE (n, rt ) we obtain 
[  n-1,2 ) 
= - - -  sin(n(7 - t)~ + gn(t))2e -npl(r2) ~kr2(2PPl,(r2t/2 %- O(n -I ) , (4.34) p,(nt; p,q) rc 
with e, ( t )=o(1) ,  uniformly on compact subsets of (b).,7,7). In particular (4.34) shows that the 
measure 1 dt on (b;~,;,,7) is a lower bound for the weak-star limits of the zeros of {p,(nt;p,q)} on 
that interval. 
Case 2.2: 2~<7-  1 < 1/2. Then rlr2---1/(2(7- 1))E (1, (1/2)2], and at most one r~ > 1/2. 
Case 2.2.1. e=l .  Then as in case 2.1.1, Sc[S I ,7) ,  St>O, and u2-  ut=S(r2-r l )>-O. Next 
(4.29) holds and u~u2>0. Furthermore, from (4.30), 2 (7 -  1)(ul + u2)=B(S). We have B ' (S )>0 
as in Case 2.1.1. We will show that B(St)>O. Indeed since St = (1 -2 ) (7 -  1)%- 2 2x /~-  1), 
B($1)=2 2V/~- l ) (S I -7  2~-1) )  
=2(7 -  1)v'2((1 -2 )v /7 -  1 - (7 -  2 )V ' -2 )=: -2 (7 -  1)2/-/(x/~-- 1), 
where 
H(s)=s  2 - -  (2  -1/2 -- /~l/2)S -- 1 = (S %- ~,1/2)(S -- 2 -1 /2 )<0,  S>2 -I/2, 
and in our case ~ > 2  -1/2. Hence B(S1)>0 and B(S)>0 on [St,7). Then ul +u2>0.  From the 
inequalities for ut,2 it follows that u2 >~ut >0, and B~ ~<0, B2~>0. In this case in (4.1) we integrate 
along E~. 
Moreover, Q(1)=(2  + 1) t>0 and rt,2> 1. From 2Q(1/2)=(1 - 2)(7 - 2) + (2 %- 1)t it follows 
that r2 < 1/2 if 7 ~> 2, and if 7 C [2 + 1,2), then r2 > 1/2 for t E (0, (1 - 2)(2 - 7)/(2 + 1 )), and r2 ~< 1/2 
for tE [(1 - 2)(2 - 7)/(2 + 1),a;.,~.]. 
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To determine the asymptotics we argue as in case 2.1.1. As in case 2.1.1 we have I~(n, r2)= e -~'(')~ 
O(/~(r2)) with c l ( t )=~(p( r2) -  p( - r2 ) )>0,  and for t E(0,a;.,;,), I , ( r2)=e c2(tl"O(12(n, rl)) with 
c2(t)=p2(r2)- p2(rt)>0.  Then for the asymptotics of p~(nt;p,q), (4.32) holds uniformly on 
compact subsets of (0,a;<,), and the measure 1 dt on (0,azr) is a lower bound for the weak-star 
limits of the zeros of {pn(nt; p,q)}. 
Case 2.2.2. e=- l .  Then as in case 2.1.2, S E ( -22,$2]  , where 82=(1  - -2)(  2 -- 1) -2  2x /~-  1). 
From (4.29), 2ulu2 = -A(S), where A(S) =S 2 - (1 - 2)2S - 272. We have A(-22) = 0, and A'(S) = 
2S - (1 - 2)7. If $2~<0 then A ' (S)<0 and A(S)<0 on (-22,$2] unless 2=2 - 1 in which case 
$2=-22  and ulu2 =0.  If $2>0 then 
A(S2)  =$2(S  2 - (1  - 2 )2  ) - ,~2 2 = -82(1 - -  2 + 2 2~-  1)) -- 222 <0,  
and since A ' ( -27)<0 we get A (S)<0 on (-22,$2]. Hence UlU2~>0. 
Furthermore, from (4.30), 2 (7 -  1)(ul + u2)=-B(S).  We have 
B(-22) = 2222 +27(1 -2 ) (2 -  1 ) -  227(7-  1 )=22(2-  (2 -  1))40,  
and 
B(S2) = $2($2  - (1 - /~)(2 - -  1 ) )  - -  222(2 - 1 )  
= -2  2~-1) ($2  + 2~- -1) )  
= -2¢2(2 -  1)((1 - 2 ) (7 -  1 )+(2-  2 )V /~ - 1)) 
=: -2 (2 -  1)2H,(v/7 - 1), 
where now 
Hi(s) =s  2 + (2 -1/2 - 21 /2)s  - l ~- - (s  + 2 -1 /2 ) (s  - 21 /2)~0,  s~21/2 ,  
which is the case for s= x /7 -  1. Hence B(S2)~<0, and then B(S)<,O on (-27,$2]. Therefore Ul + 
u2~>0. From the inequalities for u~,2 we obtain ul,2>~0, and Bl 1>0, B2~<0. In this case the integral 
in (4.1) is along E2. 
By (4.33), 2Q(1/2)= (2 + 1) (7 -  t )>0 for t c [b;.,:,, 2), hence r~,2 < 1/2. As in case 2.1, 
Q(1)=22(7-  1) + 2 -  (2+ 1)t>(1 - 2 ) (2 -  7). 
Then rl,z > 1 if 7 ~<2, and if 7 C (2, 1/2), we get that r1,2 > 1 for t E [b;.,;,, c;,;,), and re ~< 1 for t E [c;,,, 7), 
where c>.,~, := 2(2(7 - 1 ) + 1 )/(2 + 1 ). 
We determine the asymptotics as in case 2.1.2. We have to distinguish two cases. If r2 ~< 1 then 
by (4.1), (2.9) and Theorem 2.2, 
qn In(r2) __ q" e_nV(r2, ( v/-~n -'''2 ) 
pn(nt;p,q)-- x 2i rt ~r2(2p,,(r2))_~/2 +O(n -1) . (4.35) 
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If r2 > 1, we have to estimate I,(r2) and I2(n, r2). However, as in case 2.1.2, I2(n, r2) = e-C")"O(I,(r2 )) 
with c( t )=N(p( - r2 ) -  p(r2))>0. Then by (4.1), (2.9) and Theorem 2.2 we obtain 
q" { ] p,,(nt; p,q) = - -e  -np(r2)  O(n -1 e -c(')n) 
rC tr2(2p"(r2))I/2 + + ) " 
(4.36) 
The asymptotic formula (4.35) holds locally uniformly on (c;.,;.,7) if 7 E (2, 1/2), and (4.36) holds 
locally uniformly on (b;.,;.,c;.,;.) if 7E(2, 1/2) and on (b;,r, 7) if 7~<2. They also show that for large 
n the polynomials p,(nt; p,q) have no zeros on (bx,:,,7). 
Case 2.3. 7 -  1/> 1/2. Then rlr2 = 1/(2(7-  1))< 1. 
Case 2.3.1. e= 1. Then Q(1)>0 and rl,2 < 1. Consequently u j=Sr j -7<7( r  j - 1)<0, and BI 1>0, 
Bz ~< 0, hence the integration i  (4.1) is along the contour F n = C~,. From (4.1), (2.9) and Theorem 2.2 
we obtain 
p,(nt; p,q) = - -e  -"p(-'') [ r (1 /#)~,  , ~ ~ ~tao ~ + O(n -21") , (4.37) 
where # = 1 if t E (0, a;,r ) and/t  = 2 if t = aar, and a0 = - 1/(#rt (p°')(-rt)/#!)l~'). 
Case 2.3.2. e=- l .  Then from re<r~ and rtr2<l we get r2<l .  Note that in case 2.2.2 
we only used that 7 -  1 ~>2 which follows from 7-  1/>1/2 and 2E(0, 1). Hence as in case 2.2.2 
we get B1 1> 0, and Be ~< 0, and in (4.1) the integration is along E2 = C~. As in the previous case we 
obtain 
q° . ) 
p,(nt; p, q) = --re e-nP(":) t n~ :,stao)+ O(n -2,'t~)), (4.38) 
where # = 1 if t E (b;.,:., 7) and # = 2 if t = b;.,;., and a0 = 1/(Itr2(pC#)(r2)/l~!)l/u). 
Formulas (4.37) and (4.38) hold uniformly on compact subsets of (0, a;.,,) and (bar, 7') respectively. 
These formulas also show that for large n the polynomials pn(nt; p,q) have no zeros in (O,a;,;)tO 
(b;.,:., 7). 
We summarize the results of Section 4. 
Theorem 4.1. The strong asymptotics of p,(nt; p,q) when 2 = p/q < 1 is given by 
(a) (4.9), for t E (a;<.,b;.,;.) defined with (4.4); 
(b) (4.32),for tE(0 ,aar )  and (4.34)for t E (b;.,r, 7), when 7-  1<)4 
(c) (4.32), for t E (O,a;<,), when 2~< 7 - 1 < 1/2; 
(d) (4.35), for t E (c;.,r,7), when 7 E (2, 1/2); 
(e) (4.36),for tE(b;.,;,7), when 7E [2 + 1,2], and for tE(b;<,,c;.,;.) when 7E(2, 1/2); 
(f) (4.37), for t E (0,a;,r] and (4.38) for t E [b;.,:,, 7), when 7 - 1 >~ 1/2. 
The numbers a;..:, and b;,,:, are defined in (4.4), and c;<. = 2(2(7-  1 )+ 1)/(2 + 1). 
The asymptotic formulas hold uniformly on the compact subsets of the corresponding open 
intervals. I f  2 --- p/q > 1, the asymptotics follows from (2.4) and the formulas for 2 < 1. 
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Theorem 4.2. The distribution of the zeros of the polynomials p,(nt; p,q) as n--~ c~ is 9iven by 
the measure a;.,;, with density 
1 ( _~(7- -1 ) - - (2=1) t - _ !  "~ - cot-  1 v;"~'(t)= rt ~(2+ 1)v/(t-az;,)(b;~ ,, - t ) ]  + 1, tE(a~,~,,b~,~.), (4.39) 
v;.:;(t)=Z(1/~- 7+ 1), tE(O, az;,), (4.40) 
v;.,z.(t) = Z(2 - 7 + 1 ), t E (b).~., 7)- (4.41) 
Theorem 4.2 follows immediately from (4.17), (4)-(4), the lower bounds for the weak-star limits 
of the zeros in the case D>~0, and Theorem 2.5. 
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